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Abstract: This paper presents the performance analysis for both the computing performance
and the energy efficiency of a Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) based application, used to
simulate three-dimensional multicomponent turbulent systems on massively parallel architectures
for high-performance computing. Extending results reported in previous works, the analysis is meant
to demonstrate the impact of using optimized data layouts designed for LBM based applications
on high-end computer platforms. A particular focus is given to the Intel Skylake processor and to
compare the target architecture with other models of the Intel processor family. We introduce the main
motivations of the presented work as well as the relevance of its scientific application. We analyse
the measured performances of the implemented data layouts on the Skylake processor while scaling
the number of threads per socket. We compare the results obtained on several CPU generations of
the Intel processor family and we make an analysis of energy efficiency on the Skylake processor
compared with the Intel Xeon Phi processor, finally adding our interpretation of the presented results.

Keywords: lattice boltzmann method; KNL; skylake; flat mode; energy efficiency; computational
performances; intel processor family; bandwidth; flops

1. Introduction and Related Works

Stabilized multi-component emulsions, commonly found in many foods and cosmetic products,
display a fascinating and rich phenomenology. How do such complex fluids flow? Despite considerable
attention in the literature, many fundamental questions remain to be answered. Numerical simulations
have been demonstrated to be effective methods to study those physical systems at high-resolution
with a level of details that current experiments cannot achieve. Indeed, we have been granted
about 100 millions core-hours combined on the Marconi-A2 partition, hosted at CINECA, and on the
MareNostrum, hosted at the Barcelona Supercomputing Centre (BSC), to explore the dynamics of
stabilized emulsions via mesoscale 3d numerical simulations (at various resolutions). To successfully
complete the project we implemented a LBM based application introduced in Section 2, named LBE3D,
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which includes optimized data layouts in order to achieve high efficiency. Both Marconi-A2 and
MareNostrum are European Tier-0 systems for high-performance computing, equipped with different
architectures of the Intel processor family. Marconi-A2 was equipped (out of production in early 2020)
with the latest Knights Landing (KNL) processor while MareNostrum is equipped with the Skylake
processor (SKL). The compute nodes of both the systems are interconnected with the same network
(Intel OmniPath), even if not relevant for this work where we mainly focus on the performances
measured on the single CPU sockets.

This paper extends a series of previous works from the authors on the LBE3D applications,
by adding the analysis for the SKL processor and the comparison with other processors of the Intel
processors family. In [1], we presented the analysis of the computational performance and energy
efficiency of the LBE3D for the KNL processor. In [2], we focused on comparing the performance of
LBE3D if configuring the KNL processor in either Flat and Cache mode. In [3,4], a similar analysis
was presented for a two-dimensional lattice, using the D2Q37 Lattice Boltzmann scheme, on both
CPU processors and NVIDIA GPUs, while in [5] an analysis of an OpenACC implementation of the
Lattice Boltzmann main kernels was discussed. In regards to the analysis of energy efficiency, we aim
to shows the impact on energy consumption of the optimized data layouts by measuring at runtime
the energy consumed by the LBE3D and comparing single socket performances of both the SKL and
the KNL processors.

A relevant part of this work is also to show the impact in term of energy efficiency, when using
highly optimized data layouts on LBM based applications with particular focus to three-dimensional
systems. Indeed, energy consumption is relevant in computer engineering research to find the roadmap
for a sustainable development of the next generation of large scale computing platforms. Number of
tools have been developed to tackle the problem at several levels, from the system level [6], to the
resource manager [7] and the runtime execution such as: triggering the clock frequency at runtime
accordingly to the specific case (i.e., lowering the frequency if memory bound) [8] and performing
fine-grained power measurements that enable energy-aware performance optimizations [9]. However,
a significant improvement in term of energy efficiency is still much related to algorithms and software
engineering. We focus on this part by measuring the improvement when using highly optimized data
layouts in term of energy consumption (Joule) as well as in term of the average power absorbed (Watt)
by the application. There are several metrics used to quantify energy efficiency of software applications
for high-performance computing [10,11] offering a wide spectrum of options for a quantitative analysis.
In this work, we consider more common quantities such as average power drain, time-to-solution and
energy-to-solution [12].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the context of this work
and the LBM. In Section 3 we provide an overview of the utilized processor architectures. In Section 4,
we describe the implemented data layouts and the analyzed implementations. In Section 5, we present
the results about the computing performance and the energy efficiency. Finally, we conclude with our
interpretation of the results. Being an extension of [1,2], for completeness, Sections 2 and 4 are only
partially expanded with respect to previous works.

2. The Lattice Boltzmann Method

The recently emerged LBM [13] has rapidly become a popular method for computational
fluid-dynamics applications and it is currently widely used to study the behaviour of fluid flows. Due to
its ability to fulfil both symmetry and conservation constraints needed to reproduce hydrodynamics
in the continuum limit, the LB could be viewed as a kinetic solver for the Navier–Stokes equations.
It aims at solving a discretized version of the Boltzmann Equation, describing the probability for
(pseudo)-particles to move along given directions, with an assigned speed, so that at each time step
they can move to nearest neighbour grid sites. In the LBE3D we implement a three-dimensional
scheme, named D3Q19, where 19 predetermined molecular trajectories (populations) are arranged to
form a lattice at each grid site. In particular, we also use a pseudo-potential model to be able to include
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attractive and repulsive forces [14] needed to introduce the surface tension and the disjoining pressure
between the two-component fluid [15]. We implemented those numerical models to explore the
physics of complex fluid emulsions: from an initial condition (Figure 1a) where the two components
are separated, to the phase of turbulent stirring where the emulsion is produced (Figure 1b) up to a
final state achieved when turbulence is turned off and the resulting emulsion is in a jammed state
(Figure 1c).

(a) Immiscible liquids (b) Computer simulation of a turbulent emulsion (c) A jammed emulsion

Figure 1. From two simple (Newtonian) fluids (a), to one complex (non-Newtonian) fluid (c).
The production process of mayonnaise proceeds at home, as well as in food industry, via stirring
of oil and water with addition of surfactants, in order to confer stability to the emulsion.
With highly-optimized computer models, as the ones implemented in the LBE3D, we can study
how to go from picture (a) to picture (c) using computer simulation, as illustrated from the screenshot
in picture (b).

The project is composed of two phases: first a validation part and, second, a number of simulations
are performed to collect large statistics for a detailed analysis of the emulsion morphology (e.g., droplets
volume and surface distribution) by spanning a large parameter space to investigate the physical
(statistical) behaviour of several systems. The main investigated parameters are the volume ratio
between the two components, the amplitude of the turbulent forcing, used to mix the immiscible fluids,
and the resolution. Because of the complexity of the model and the number of systems we aim to
study, those computational fluid-dynamics simulations require a huge amount of computing resources,
especially considering that the model evolves two lattices needed to describe the two component
emulsions. To comply with such requirements and succeed in the goal of simulating stabilised
emulsions on a three-dimensional domain on massively parallel infrastructure for high-performance
computing, a largely-scalable LBM code was implemented and optimized, including a detailed analysis
of the performance of the main kernels of our three-dimensional implementation of the LBM.

Computationally the LBM method is composed by two main steps: a free streaming step,
where the populations move along a predetermined number of molecular trajectories, and a
collision step, featuring a relaxation towards equilibrium and determined by the local flow properties.
We indicate those two steps (implemented in two different kernels) as propagate and collide,
respectively. The nature of those computationally relevant components of the LBM approach
guarantees clear advantages in practical implementations as a relevant number of parallelisms can
be identified, making LBM also an ideal tool to investigate performance bottlenecks of modern
high-performance computing systems [16–18]. We use these two kernels to measure the peak
performance and memory bandwidth, as the propagate kernel is characterised by memory data
movement with no floating point operations, while the collide kernel includes a large number of
floating point operations, the collide kernel in LBE3D is used to estimate the peak performance at
runtime. However, the number of floating point operations implemented within the collide kernel
changes accordingly to the physics of the numerical model and, therefore, the measurement presented
in this paper is only a reference for LBM based application at large.
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3. Computer Architectures

We briefly describe the CPU processors used to produce the results presented in Section 5,
with particular focus on the SKL and on the KNL processor. A summary of all the architectures is
given in Table 1 to facilitate the reading. There, the column “Short name” indicates how we will refer
to a specific processor model for the rest of the paper, avoiding to mention the entire processor name
and model repeatedly.

Table 1. The table reports a summary of all computer architectures of the Intel Processors Family
mentioned in this paper. In all cases the version 2018 of the Intel Compiler has been used to compile
the LBE3D application but for the ICTP cluster where the 2017 version is available.

Host Proc. Name Proc. Model #Cores Compiler Flags Short Name VL

ICTP Westmere E5620 @ 2.40GHz 4 -sse4 WEP 1
ICTP Ivy Bridge E5-2680 v2 @ 2.80GHz 10 -xavx IB 2

CINECA Broadwell E5-2697 v4 @ 2.30GHz 18 -xavx2 BWD 4
CINECA Knights Landing Phi7250 @ 1.40GHz 68 -xMIC-AVX512 KNL 8

INFN Skylake Gold 6130 @ 2.10GHz 16 -xCORE-AVX512 SKL-G 8
INFN Knights Landing Phi7230 @ 1.30GHz 64 -xMIC-AVX512 KNL 8
BSC Skylake Platinum 8160 @ 2.10GHz 24 -xCORE-AVX512 SKL-P 8

The SKL is a member of the last generation of the 14nm Intel Xeon Processor Scalable Family.
It is available on market in various versions categorized as Bronze, Silver, Gold and Platinum, on the
base of different architectural aspects. Indeed, the metal indicates a growing computational capability
from low performance consumer hardware to processors for high-performance computing. We are
interested in measuring the performance of the LBE3D on the SKL-P processor as we are committed
to a large number of simulations on MareNostrum at BSC. However, for the analysis on the energy
consumption of the LBE3D on the SKL processor we refer to the SKL-G processor available in our
lab, at the University of Ferrara, because the measurements require root privileges. We also highlight
performances of both the SKL-P and the SKL-G processors as some interesting results came up
while looking at the performance numbers obtained on the two architectures. The processors have
comparable characteristics in terms of memory bandwidth being both equipped with six Double Data
Rate fourth-generation (DDR4) channels of synchronous Dynamic Random-Access Memory (DRAM),
but delivering a significant difference in peak performance since the SKL-P hosts 24-cores while the
SKL-G version comes with 16-cores.

From the x86 based many-cores series of the Intel processor family, the KNL is a processor model
designed for high-end computing. It is equipped with six DDR4 channels of DRAM, with a nominal
bandwidth of 115.2 GB/s and four high-speed memory banks based on the Multi-Channel DRAM
(MCDRAM) that provides 16 GB of memory, capable to deliver an aggregate bandwidth of more than
450 GB/s when accessing the on-package high-bandwidth memory. The processor can be configured in
three different modes: Flat, Cache and Hybrid mode. Each mode is characterised by how the program
execution accesses to the MCDRAM at runtime as, to achieve high-performance, it is fundamental to
exploit the MCDRAM. The Flat mode defines the whole MCDRAM as addressable memory allowing
explicit data allocation, whereas Cache mode uses the MCDRAM as a last-level cache. In a previous
work [2] we analyzed in detail how the LBE3D, being a massively scalable code, can well exploit the
MCDRAM memory if keeping the amount of memory per node around the 16GB while scaling up the
number of nodes for large problems. For the analysis presented in this paper we focus on the KNL
configured in Flat mode because it maximizes the usage of the MCDRAM at runtime. The Marconi-A2
partition (recently out of production) was based on the KNL processor 7250. However, for the analysis
we refer to the 64-cores KNL processor 7230 available in our lab, because of the same reason we
mentioned above for the SKL processor.

The Intel library implementing the Message Passing Interface (MPI) was used together with the
Intel compiler to compile and build the LBE3D application which requires the MPI even if running
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on single process. The Table 1 reports the Intel compiler version used to build the application on
the various system. The same level of optimization (-O3) was also used in all cases on top of the
specified flags for auto-vectorization. The “VL” column of the table shows the vector length (VL)
used to compile the LBE3D, accordingly to the instruction set supported by a given CPU model, as
it is described in the following Section. The LBE3D is a highly scalable application that implements
a distributed memory approach for inter-node communication while multi-threading via OpenMP
is implemented to exploit the intra-node compute capability by scaling with the number of threads.
The threads affinity is set at run time with the Intel environment variables “KMP_AFFINITY=compact”
and “I_MPI_PIN_DOMAIN=socket”. All presented results are related to a single socket execution
therefore using a single MPI processes and a given number of threads accordingly to the number of
cores available. The same approach was used for all benchmarks.

4. Code Optimization for LBM Based Applications

In this section, we describe the most relevant optimization steps we have applied in our code.
The main options for data-structure used in many stencil-based codes, and also in LBM, are Array of
Structures (AoS) and Structure of Arrays (SoA). In the AoS layout, the population data of each lattice
site is stored in memory in consecutive locations, and then each lattice site is stored one after the other.
Conversely, in the SoA scheme, populations with the same index of all sites are stored at consecutive
addresses as an array, and then arrays of different population are stored one after the other. The first
scheme in general optimizes cache accesses and data re-use, while the latter fits better data-parallelism
processing appropriate for latest processors based on large vector SIMD data-paths.

However, applications are usually composed of many kernels, and each may have different
computing requirements. This is for example the case of LBM, where the propagate kernel performs
only memory operations, while the collide kernel is more compute intensive.

In [19], we have defined two additional data structures, named respectively CSoA and CAoSoA,
to match the different computing requirements of several parts of LBM codes. The CSoA is a direct
extension of SoA, where each population array is composed of clusters of VL data elements at distance
L/VL, being L the size of the lattice, and VL the size of SIMD registers of CPUs. Cluster are then
stored in memory as vectors at properly aligned addresses, and then processed using SIMD operations
to exploit vectorization. A graphical representation of the improvement given by the CSoA structure,
in regards to the SoA, is shown in Figure 2. In particular, Figure 2a represents a two-dimensional lattice
(2 × 8) of two populations stored in row-major order, using the SoA layout and Figure 2b the CSoA
layout, respectively. For simplicity the pictures show the data shift in place, however in the case of
LBE3D the propagate kernel works on two lattices of equal dimensions. In the SoA classical scheme,
site elements of different populations are contiguously placed in memory and all data elements of a
single population move in the same direction (as described by a given LB scheme). In Figure 2a we
represent the data shift of the two populations (a and b), with the population (a) moving along the
x-coordinate and (b) moving along both coordinates. Supposing each lattice element is stored in double
precision and the memory alignment as well as vector registers length being 128bits, when using
SoA every data stream along the most nested coordinate (NY, in the described case) is misaligned
in memory. In fact, when the data move along the x-direction both the operation of reading and
writing are aligned in memory and can be vectorized while, if considering the case of the population
(b), only the reading is aligned in memory but the operation of writing would result misaligned.
On the other hand, in the case of using the CSoA data layout, the data shift in any direction consists
in moving clusters of VL data being aligned in memory where a vectorized data shift can be always
applied. Therefore, the CSoA effective improvement with respect to the SoA layout depends by
the utilized LB scheme as each scheme describes a different number of shifts along the most nested
direction. In the case of the LBE3D, implementing the D3Q19 scheme, only 9 of the 19 directions
stream along the z-direction and therefore the improvement is only related to 50% of the data shift
happening on a single LB loop (population 0 does not move). In the other direction, the CAoSoA
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layout mixes the vectorization features of the CSoA with the locality of AoS. In practice, it stores at
contiguous memory locations a cluster of VL populations of same index of different sites, and then
all clusters of population for that VL sites are stored in memory one after the other. The rationale
behind this scheme is that each block can be moved and processed using the SIMD instructions of the
processor, keeping cluster corresponding to different populations indexes relatively close in memory
to enhance localities of memory accesses. This choice potentially retains the benefits of the AoS and
CSoA layouts, and therefore provides a compromise between the requirements of both propagate and
collide kernels.

(a) Memory data shift for SoA data layout (b) Memory data shift for CSoA data layout

Figure 2. The figure shows the data shift happening for the propagate kernel on a 2 × 8
two-dimensional lattice with two populations (a and b), using the SoA (a) and the CSoA (b) schemas,
respectively. Data are considered stored in row-major order and the indexes indicating the site position
in the two-dimensional lattice. In the picture the arrows describe the direction on which each given
population moves. Data elements representing a specific data movement have been coloured: red for
elements with correct memory alignment for the operation of reading, green for elements with a
correct memory alignment for the operation of writing and finally, yellow for elements with a memory
misalignment for the operation of writing. While in (a) only 50% of the operations of writing are
aligned in memory, in (b) 100% of the copies of element required by the propagate kernel will result
aligned in memory.

The Equation (1) generically describes the Boltzmann equation in a form where it is simple to
identify the two operators of propagation and collision: left and right of the equal, respectively.

fi(X + ciδt, t + δt)− fi(X, t) = − 1
τ
[ fi(X, t)− f eq

i (X, t)] (1)

A naive implementation of the equation would require to apply first the propagate kernel, then all
discretized hydrodynamic quantities needed for computing the equilibrium function feq and finally the
collision operator. To improve this approach we have implemented two separate versions of the code
where the collide and propagate kernels have then been fused in a single step, as illustrated in the
Algorithm 1.

In the following, we refer with CF to the classical scheme implemented in LBM applications,
where the propagate and collide kernels are kept separated, and the density is stored on a separate
structure, and with FF the fully fused version where the two kernels are joined together and the density
is computed as temporary when needed. As in the FF version all local quantities are stored locally,
in vectors of VL dimension, the number of vectorized instructions within the FF kernel goes from 20%
to 100% as we measured runtime using the Intel Vtune and described in [1].
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Algorithm 1: Schematic description of the LBM main loop optimization

The LBM main loop implemented by
simply coding the LB equation as shown
in Equation (1)

for all time steps do

< Set boundary conditions >
for all lattice sites do

< Propagate >
end for
for all lattice sites do

< Hydrovar >
end for
for all lattice sites do

< Equili >
end for
for all lattice sites do

< Collis >
end for

end for

Loop compression and better data locality!!

The collisional operator (collide) is
computed with only one iteration over the
lattice sites, named CF version

for all time steps do

< Set boundary conditions >
for all lattice sites do

< Propagate >
end for
for all lattice sites do

< COLLIDE_FUSED >
end for

end for

The propagate and the collide
kernels are fused together. All
intermediates quantities are only
temporarily computed, named
FF version

for all time steps do

< Set boundary conditions >
for all lattice sites do

< FULLY_FUSED >
end for

end for

5. Results

In this Section we present the performance analysis of the LBE3D application on the SKL processor:
first, the detailed performance of the kernels propagate and collide are presented for the SKL
processor available at BSC; second, we present a comparison between the data obtained on two
different SKL processors for comparing the market value in regards to the performance of the LBE3D
(value for money) measured on those CPU systems; third we present the performance of the LBE3D
application comparing several CPUs models of the Intel processor family; and finally we present an
analysis of energy efficiency for the LBE3D application on the SKL processor also comparing with the
result presented in [2] for the KNL processor.

5.1. Analysis of Performance

The performance analysis reported in Figure 3a shows the measured memory bandwidth of the
propagate kernel, while scaling the number of threads within a single CPU socket. The obtained
results confirms, as for the KNL processor [1,2], how the clustered data layouts CSoA and CASoA
deliver good results in term of memory bandwidth on the SKL-P processor too. Peak of the measured
memory bandwidth reaches almost 90GB/s which is about 70% of the nominal peak performance
(128GB/s) and close to the results achieved using the STREAM-Copy benchmark. However, the thread
scaling shows a saturation of the memory bandwidth already at 16 threads per socket despite the
24-cores available on socket. On the SKL-P processor the CSoA layout, implemented in the LBE3D,
delivers more than 2 times higher performance if compared with the AoS implementation and it is
50% better if compared with the canonical SoA layout. The same performance saturation, Figure 3b,
is reported for the collide kernel where we report the number of double precision floating-points
operations executed in time (FLOP/s), despite as mentioned in Section 4 the collide kernel is expected
to be more computing intensive. It is interesting to notice how good thread scaling is given within
the socket by the AoS structure, which is overall less efficient if compared with other data layouts,
confirming how scaling should not be considered a metric for analyzing high-performance computing
applications unless coupled together with efficiency.
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Figure 3. (a) measured memory bandwidth for the propagate kernel, (b) the measured peak
performance for the collide kernel, for the SKL-P processor. The performance measurement is
reported using a single MPI process on the socket and a number of threads equal to the maximum
number of cores available on the given CPU model. Results are from a simulation with 2563 lattice
sites representing a real workload.

In Figure 4a we compare performances of the LBE3D on both the SKL-P and the SKL-G processors.
The latest being expected to be a less performing processor as equipped with approximately 30%
lower number of cores per socket if compared with the SKL-P. Our results show that if considering
the most optimized version of the LBE3D, CSoA, there is only a really small performance gap
between the two processors despite the SKL-P costing about 2.5 times more than the SKL-G. Indeed,
the recommended market price for those two processors [20] is approximately e4700 for the SKL-P
version and approximately e1900 for SKL-G. The relevance of the memory bandwidth limit of
the LBE3D application on the SKL processor is also underlined in Figure 4b where we show that
the performance gap in term of memory bandwidth between the two processors defines a similar
performance trend when looking at the entire LBM main loop, in the most optimized version of the
LBE3D (FF).

Figure 4 generally shows the impact of the memory bandwidth capability available on socket,
on the LBE3D. Indeed, by looking at the comparison between the SKL-P and the KNL processors a
factor of about 4 times in the performance per socket is measured, which is similar to the difference
in term of memory bandwidth between the two systems, as for the KNL we consider the MCDRAM
only (flat mode). Figure 4d reports the performance gap between the SKL and the KNL processor for
the same simulation while considering the highly-optimized version (FF) of the LBE3D. For the KNL
processor, installed in our lab, the recommended market price is approximately e1900 [20].

We have also analyzed the performance of the main kernels, propagate and collide, of the LBE3D
application on various models of the Intel processor family. In particular we have analyzed the last
four generations, from the Westmere to the Skylake, including the KNL many-core system. In Figure 5
we present the results obtained by the propagate kernel in 10 years of processors manufacturing by
using one thread per core while filling all the cores available on the various sockets.

The analysis confirms how LBE3D is capable, when using the clustered data layout, to exploit
the whole memory bandwidth available on the various systems, see Figure 5a. The memory per core
would remain almost constant over the years, if considering the canonical layouts AoS and SoA, but the
clustered structure show an increase of the memory bandwidth per core. On the other hand, Figure 5b
presents the data for the collide kernel on several platforms, showing a higher value of FLOP/s per
core for the SKL-G processor but again, showing how the KNL processor offers the best performances.
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Figure 4. We report compute performance value of the optimized data layouts measured on both the
SKL and the KNL processors. (a) reports the data related to the memory bandwidth measure with
the propagate kernel on the SKL Gold 6230 and the SKL Platinum 8160. To emphasise the level of
memory bandwidth saturation for the SKL Platinum 8160 we also report the numbers obtained using
only 16 threads of the 24 available on socket. A comparison of the performance of memory bandwidth
between the SKL and the KNL processor is reported in (b). (c,d) compare the performance, in terms of
time to solution (full LB loop), of the three processors for the most optimized version of the LBE3D.
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(b) Measured Peak Performance

Figure 5. We report in (a) the measured memory bandwidth for the propagate kernel while in (b)
the measured peak performance for the collide kernel. In this case, we compare several models
representing 10 years of CPU manufacturing from the Intel product family, including the KNL
many-core system. The performance measurement is reported using a single MPI process on the
socket while scaling the number of threads up to the maximum number of core available on the given
CPU socket, and it is performed on a lattice size of 2563 representing a real workload.

5.2. Analysis of Energy Efficiency

As for the KNL processor in [2], we measured the energy efficiency on the SKL processor,
on a real workload and analyzing all the discussed data layouts implemented in the LBE3D code.
In particular, we measure the energy consumption of the processor package and of the DRAM memory
system, using the RAPL PACKAGE_ENERGY and DRAM_ENERGY hardware counters.The PAPI [21]
library is considered an established practice for accessing the counters, as already validated in other
studies [22,23]. On top of the PAPI library, we have developed a custom library [24] to manage
power/energy data acquisition from hardware registers by simply literally adding in the LBE3D three
lines of code for the initialization of the runtime environment, the start and the stop of the measurement.

The library allows to read at runtime the register counters available in the SKL processor.
In Figure 6a, we show in details the measured values of energy consumption (million Joule) for
the LBE3D application, respectively, for the CPU and the DRAM memory. In Figure 6b, we report on
the same scale the total (CPU and the DRAM memory together) energy consumption compared with
the elapsed time of the simulation. It is relevant to notice that, despite the CSoA and CAoSoA data
layouts are expected to stress the CPU system more than the AoS and SoA (higher utilisation of the
VPU), we can assume that the absorbed power remains approximately constant when considering
different data layouts. This is confirmed also by the data reported in Figure 7c where we compare the
average power absorbed by the LBE3D in the FF version, comparing the SKL and the KNL processor.
Therefore, the energy consumption of the LBE3D application on real workloads remains mostly
proportional to the time to solution and, how reported in Figure 6b, there is almost a constant ratio of
one million Joules of energy consumed every 2 h, if considering a single SKL-G socket.

Finally, we consider the energy efficiency when running the same simulation on the SKL-G and
on the KNL processor, Figure 7. It is evident how the optimized clustered structures result to be from
2 times to 2.5 times more efficient, considering the two analyzed architectures singularly, if compared
with the canonical SoA data layout, but even more if considering the AoS. It is also interesting to see
how the KNL is the most efficient architecture for running LBM based application implementing the
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proposed clustered layouts considering power consumption, Figure 7a, as well as time to solution,
Figure 7b. Indeed, the memory bandwidth limit of the application remains the main bottleneck and
therefore, the KNL delivering a really high memory bandwidth when using efficiently the memory on
cheap, it gives the best performances. Despite the SKL-G processor is 15–25% more efficient if looking
at the average power drain, Figure 7c, it results twice less efficient in energy-to-solution. It confirms
how lower average power drain is not much significant to improve efficiency of high-performance
computing applications if not integrated over the application execution time (or time-to-solution, Ts) to
obtain the application consumed energy (or energy-to-solution, Es):

Es = Ts × Pavg

thus an increase in Ts may lead to an Es increase, despite a lower average power drain Pavg.
The performance gap between the SKL-G and the KNL processors is also summarized in Figure 7d,
where we report the ratio, in both terms of power consumption and time to solution, while comparing
the two architectures on the same workload.
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Figure 6. Measure of energy consumption for the LB main loop on SKL-G processor. In (a) the measured
energy efficiency is reported for 50K time steps of the LB main loop on a 2563 lattice measuring all
considered data layout.
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Figure 7. The figure reports an overview of the energy efficiency, when comparing the SKL-G and the
KNL processors on the same simulation using the LBE3D. In all cases only the the fully fused version of
the LBE3D is reported, to compare the two architectures in respect to the most optimized configuration.
In (a) we compare the energy consumption, while in (b) we provide a view of the time to solution.
In (c) we report the average power absorption and finally, in (d), we summarize the performance gap
between the two architectures.

6. Conclusions

We extended the analysis of computing performance and energy efficiency on both the SKL and
the KNL processors, two high-end computer architecture equipping Tier-0 European systems for
high-performance computing such as Marconi-A2 partition, hosted at CINECA and MareNostrum,
hosted at BSC. On both processors the highly-optimized data layouts, previously introduced [1,19],
and successively implemented on the LBE3D for studying turbulent multicomponent emulsions at
high-resolution, have demonstrated to deliver high memory bandwidth for the propagate kernel and
good efficiency for the collide kernel, especially on the KNL when using the MCDRAM efficiently [2].

The LBE3D application offers high-memory bandwidth for the propagate kernel but showing a
memory bounded limit also for the case of the collide kernel. This is confirmed also from our analysis
when we compare the SKL-G processor with the higher-end version, the SKL-P. The LBE3D does not
properly exploit the additional cores available on the SKL-P version. The two architectures are mostly
similar but due to the fact that the fact the SKL-P delivers higher peak performance (as equipped with
30% more core if compared with the SKL-G), the LBE3D benefits really little of the peak extension.
Therefore, for the LBE3D application the SKL-G results more efficient of the SKL-P version in the value
for money as the price ratio between the two computer platforms is about a factor of 2.

In all the proposed cases the energy consumption proportionally follows the time to solution
without major unexpected behaviours such that the most efficient architecture is the one delivering
the fastest time solution. Results highlighted the KNL is the most efficient processor among the
ones analyzed from the Intel processor family, at least for our LBM based application. LBE3D is a
largely scalable application that allows to reduce the amount of memory per process by increasing
the number of processes and it is ideal to fit the MCDRAM capacity of the KNL processor. Indeed,
our analysis shows that for the LBE3D application the KNL socket is four times more efficient than the
SKL-G processor in terms of value for money as it turned to be approximately two times faster when
comparing time to solution and being a factor of 2 cheaper in comparing the price market value.

In a further work, we will consider to extend the performances assessments of the LBE3D
application on more high-end systems for high-performance computing, and include also the analysis
of energy efficiency at level of whole computer node.
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